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Resorts: Administração e Operação 2003

conheça todos os aspectos da administração e operação de um resort o livro está voltado para três

elementos essenciais da atividade instalações para recreação hospedagem e alimentação e atividades

para o hóspede

Resorts 2008

this updated second edition of resorts management and operation addresses the expansion of the

resort industry and provides practical need to know information on the development and management

of all aspects of these properties which include ski areas gaming properties cruise ships and spas
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The SAGE Handbook of Hospitality Management 2008-06-05

at last a comprehensive systematically organized handbook which gives a reliable and critical guide to

all aspects of one of the world s leading industries the hospitality industry the book focuses on key

aspects of the hospitality management curriculum research and practice bringing together leading

scholars throughout the world each essay examines a theme or functional aspect of hospitality

management and offers a critical overview of the principle ideas and issues that have contributed and

continue to contribute within it topics include the nature of hospitality and hospitality management the

relationship of hospitality management to tourism leisure and education provision the current state of

development of the international hospitality business the core activities of food beverage and

accommodation management research strategies in hospitality management innovation and

entrepreneurship trends the role of information technology the sage handbook of hospitality

management constitutes a single comprehensive source of reference which will satisfy the information
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needs of both specialists in the field and non specialists who require a contemporary introduction to

the hospitality industry and its analysis bob brotherton formerly taught students of hospitality and

tourism at manchester metropolitan university he has also taught research methods to hospitality and

tourism students at a number of international institutions as a visiting lecturer roy c wood is based in

the oberoi centre of learning and development india

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Alcohol 2014-12-16

alcohol consumption goes to the very roots of nearly all human societies different countries and

regions have become associated with different sorts of alcohol for instance the beer culture of

germany the wine culture of france japan and saki russia and vodka the caribbean and rum or the

moonshine culture of appalachia wine is used in religious rituals and toasts are used to seal business

deals or to celebrate marriages and state dinners however our relation with alcohol is one of love hate

we also regulate it and tax it we pass laws about when and where it s appropriate we crack down
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severely on drunk driving and the united states and other countries tried the failed noble experiment of

prohibition while there are many encyclopedias on alcohol nearly all approach it as a substance of

abuse taking a clinical medical perspective alcohol alcoholism and treatment the sage encyclopedia of

alcohol examines the history of alcohol worldwide and goes beyond the historical lens to examine

alcohol as a cultural and social phenomenon as well both for good and for ill from the earliest days of

humankind

Introduction to Commercial and Entrepreneurial Recreation 1988

muskoka flavours is a unique guide to the recipes restaurants inns and attractions of ontario s cottage

country
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Muskoka Flavours 2000-05

day a cheerful fellow is suspicious of night who has darker moods but the two become friends after

they are able to look at each other s unique qualities from a different perspective

The Tourism System 1985

the volume analyses the socio political implication of economic globalization and the emerging world

order

Globalisation of Economy 1995

using an understandable reader friendly writing style to provide comprehensive coverage this book

focuses on an industry oriented description of the skills and knowledge necessary to successfully run a
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hotel the various elements of the book are applicable to all operating departments in a lodging

operation though viewed from the perspective of a general manager emphasis on financial

responsibility is evident throughout the book s theoretical model of how to manage a hotel research

based presentation of what general managers actually do and explanation of how to become profitable

through the delivery of service and quality chapter topics cover managing supply and demand

improving employee performance increasing income revenue and cost management improving

productivity managing customer service and managing quality for individuals interested in the field of

hotel management and for hotel managers who aspire to become general managers

Hotelier 1995

thoroughly revised and updated the fifth edition of the rough guide to canada covers this vast and

geographically diverse country in impressive detail there are insightful accounts of every canadian city

from vibrant montréal to laid back vancouver and vivid descriptions of canada s varied landscapes
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from the magnificent rocky mountains and the stormy coasts of the maritimes to the northern arctic

reaches throughout there is practical advice on skiing whale watching kayaking hiking and a host of

other outdoor pursuits thousands of listings recommend the best accommodation options restaurants

bars and clubs in every price range

The British National Bibliography 2002

travel and leisure is the world s largest and fastest growing industry this book anticipates the

increasing demand for diverse hotels resorts and leisure time amenities now appearing worldwide hotel

design planning and development presents the range of significant hotel types being developed today

and illustrates them in their full global array of settings the book discusses the latest trends from

guestrooms perched atop ultra tall mixed use towers to lavish desert villas shaded by high rise

structures to exotically themed resorts rising out of pristine tropical island waters the book outlines

essential planning and design considerations based on the latest data supported by technical
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information and illustrations including original plans analysis and theory supports each of the major

trends that is presented highlighting how the designer s work fits into the development of the industry

as a whole and giving a clear understanding of how successful new concepts develop the experienced

author team and their contributors represent both the professional and academic sides of the subject in

major sections covering hotel types design and development they provide the developer architect

designer and hotel executive with a comprehensive and practical international overview of hotel design

contains an excellent overview of the hotel industry with international case studies and numerous

illustrations includes vital technical information and covers a wide range of hotel types for comparison

well known author team represents both professional and academic sides of hotel design planning and

development
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Inns 2010

this guide to toronto provides complete coverage of canada s most diverse city the guide opens with a

colour introduction to the city s highlights with photographs of attractions and sights from the cn tower

to union station the guide reveals each of the city s many distinct neighbourhoods and the tranquil

toronto islands there are discriminating reviews of the best places to eat drink and stay plus coverage

of the arts scene with features on toronto s literary and theatre heritage there is also extensive

coverage given to day trips from the city including niagara falls and the severn sound

Managing the Lodging Operation 2006

レベニュー マネージメントとは 限りある商品やサービスを最適な顧客に 最適な場所で 最適なタイミングで提供するための最適な価

格設定と売上の最適化である 独立した新しい学問の一分野 規制緩和後の1980年代に発明された航空会社のイールド マネージメント

に始まり 1990年代からホテルの需要供給にもとづく価格設定に取り入れられ 供給制限と在庫の消滅性を伴う商品やサービスを取り
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扱う産業全般で発展している売上最適化技法 買い手の利益を実現することで 買い手よし 売り手よし 世間よしとなる顧客中心主義が

レベニュー マネージメントの根本理念

The Rough Guide to Canada 2004

remember the leisure predictions of the 1960s by now we were supposed to be living a life of shorter

work weeks secure jobs virtually no housework and a lot of free time what happened most of us now

can t even remember what free time feels like how did we change from a leisure focused society to

one of the most time stressed populations in the world the future of leisure in north america is as rosy

or dreary as we want to make it because it hinges on some tough decisions that each of us has to

make this book challenges us to rethink leisure but in simple practical terms that are meaningful in

daily life it enlightens us on the range of everyday factors that impact our ability to experience leisure

finally it empowers us to negotiate our own leisure path both now and in the future
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American Book Publishing Record 2001

in this volume dr clive morley presents a series of papers designed to illustrate facets of managing

organisations engaged in tourism back cover

Handy Harbor Guide 1999

restaurant management customers operations and employees equips readers with a blueprint that

outlines the information required to operate a financially successful operation

Economic History 1929
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Conference Papers 1929

Economic History Series 1929

Hotel Design 2001

The Rough Guide to Toronto 2003

ホスピタリティー産業のレベニュー・マネージメント 2014-10-02
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Lodging 1985

Serviços Bibliográficos da Livraria Portugal 2003

Tourism Education 1978

Sport Bibliography: Sports 1983

A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of Last Resort of the Several
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States 1891

Bibliography of Agriculture 1982

Research Supplier Directory 1984

Creative Management in Recreation and Parks 1982

Bibliography of Agriculture with Subject Index 1982
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The History of Clark County, Ohio 1881

The Practice of Hospitality Management II 1986

North American Inns 2004

Dimensions of Tourism 1991

It's Not about Time! 2000
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A Digest of the Decisions of the Courts of Last Resort of the Seveal

States, from the Earliest Period [1760] to the Year 1888,

Contained in the One Hundred and Sixty Volumes of the American

Decisions and the American Reports, and of the Notes Therein

Contained 1891

Managing Tourism Firms 2007
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Interval International Resort Directory 1998

Restaurant Management 1998

Agrindex 1981
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